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I am David and I am a BA and MA Landscape Architecture graduate from Croatia, currently finishing MFA
Art, Space + Nature in Edinburgh, Scotland. Coming from a landscape architecture background, creating or
exploring a space that is at the same time inviting, coherent and clear for users, is the most important characteristic of my work. As an environmental artist, I am working under the same notion, exploring individual
or collective experiences of people in natural or artificial environments, in a current ecological and socio-political climate. As a firm believer that humans are a definite reason and solution for an ongoing climate and
social crisis, I draw an immense inspiration, equally from daily human encounters and long-lasting social
processes. I explore the aforementioned encounters and processes through a human – environment complex, dissecting a relationship to encourage dialogue and participatory nature of art-making and how art
can bring together different approaches and backgrounds in a world’s divisive context. The outputs I create
are usually based in film and sound work, writing and installation.

Borderscapes

A short film Borderscapes takes us on a visual journey through idyllic countryside, natural and semi-natural
places that spatially doesn’t reveal that it divides two countries from each other. On the other hand, the
sounds used in the film are coming from a different border, the one that is witnessing less fortunate human experiences. By combining visuals and sounds from two different borders, the work creates a border
landscape that is telling a story of two opposite kinds of borders – one that visually epitomises peace and
tranquillity, and one that audibly instigates anxiety and suspense. Film’s auditory journey explores what
might an illegal border crossing sound like, based on numerous real-life examples from Croatian and Bosnian borders.
On a global scale, Borderscapes is bringing the story of our never-ending headless capitalistic progress. As
Tsing said (2015), the world is obsessed with questionable progress where people are blinded by the concepts of unsustainable and forced individualism, leading towards inevitable alienation between humans
and nature, and Gablik (1991) underlines that notion as one of the main reasons why art at times is incapable to penetrate social structures with pertaining social qualities. I believe that the work I presented for
the solo show, equally criticises and celebrates human relationship with its environment, it underlines how
toxic and simultaneously mutually rewarding this relationship can be, but at the same time, it’s demonstrating that we are not doing everything to address some of the crucial issues in the current ecological and
socio-political climate.

LINK to the work: https://vimeo.com/401101607

Surveillance 1-4
In Surveillance 1-4, four short films, lined up next to each other, represent different types of boundaries
we cross throughout the day. The films remind us of some of the limitations in our behaviour within our
environment, exploring where does private space starts and public ends. Shot as surveillance footage and
screened on TVs like in a CCTV room, this work highlights that while we cross social or political boundaries
around us, someone else might inconspicuously be doing so to us. Each camera presents one characteristic level or perspective of surveillance. Street view surveillance was conceived as a collaboration with my
neighbours who agreed to be part of this work, that is, their house and windows – it is the most obvious
boundary we brake almost every day. Watching into someone’s living or dining room from a street-level can
satisfy our curiosity, although it is deemed to be socially unacceptable. The camera that is following streets
of Edinburgh is indirectly capturing footage of homeless people in their typical street abode. While looking
into other people’s homes is considered a serious breach of privacy, we seem to not be bothered by looking
(staring) and stepping on homeless people in their proximity – the democratic nature of streets is allowing
us to subdue some of the common interpersonal rules. The third perspective is considering a breach of
public space that doubles as a private, and is inspired by a real break-in(s) to ground floor ASN studio and
Tent gallery in Evolution House. The house where our studio is based is a good example of a public University space that is expected to be used by the local community in a certain way. It is a space for students to
study, work, develop projects, but socialise as well. A blurred spatial boundary and ambiguous credentials
of the space were highlighted by the intruder and his actions, shining a different light on the space that we
once considered safe. In the last video, the depicted boundary becomes global, moves from urban settings,
and explores the political border between England and Scotland. As with many country borders, specific
and less specific landscape elements will constitute a boundary. This usually entails a river, road, mountain
range, but it can involve a lake, plain agricultural field, or someone’s backyard. This camera is showcasing
how inconspicuous political borders can be and how easy one can cross the border, bearing in mind that
current political times allow that. It also explores a nonchalant nature of the explored border and how many
don’t see it as a border, nor did they ever experience border crossings and possible emotions that might
occur during that action.

LINK to the work: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLN-AW_yehyWE3evAjV3XjLdp6MwdcGMLC

A Conversation Between
Two Mountains

A Conversation Between Two Mountains is a work that is introducing viewers to an undiscovered realm
of mountain’s consciousness. The work concentrates around two mountains – one Scottish (Roineabhal)
and one Croatian (Ivanscica) and they are visually represented by two elevation maps. The main part of
the work are writings in between the maps – “found” conversation between two mountains, presented in
a manner of online chats. These writings are presenting mountains histories, casual anecdotes, but most
importantly, human relationship towards them. Two mountains were chosen deliberately – Roineabhal is
an example of the resistance of a small local community towards big capitalist machinery and Ivanscica is
Roineabhal’s unfortunate opposition (two big stone quarries still exist on the western slopes of Ivanscica).
Through semi-philosophical and poetic language, mountains are drawing viewers – readers to explore their
side of the story which was existing long before people started writing history, and will surely exist after them.
Mountains can’t speak, but various indigenous cultures used to personify mountains – give them a voice, face,
character to highlight their existence and position within their shared cosmologies. Their continuous spiritual
and/or religious significance underlines the importance of these landscapes for a local community and even
culture in general. Moreover, this is a landscape where “interaction of people and environment produced
an area of distinct character with significant cultural values and strong community attachment” (Brown,
2008). It is a notion of “caring for country”, a concept explored by Wright et al. (2015) and heavily supported
by Berkes through knowledge – practice – belief complex (1999), as a vital basis for traditional ecological
knowledge of indigenous people. Although the people of Lewis and Harris are not identified as indigenous
people, their activism and passionate defence of the mountain gave the mountain a voice and presence.

Overflow

Overflow is a work that focuses on water sounds as a platform for investigating a water-human relationship and how water sounds might play an important role in today’s social climate. Overflow is conceived as a sound installation introducing different states of water, found in Scottish Highlands (Blackwood), through continuous sonic experience. In Overflow, water is portrayed in a pitch-black room,
playing in a loop through four speakers placed in corners, highlighting the textural richness and ecological and geographical particularity of the agent, with an intention to stimulate a visualisation of heard
and multi-sensory awareness. In the installation, we follow a water cycle from a slow, steady rain that
turns into a soft and mellow spring (speaker 1), to louder and bigger streams with higher waterfalls
(speaker 2), to a big waterfall and eventually stormy sea waves and winds (speaker 3), and finishing with
evaporation, heavy rain with thunderstorm and a quiet, steady rain for the end of the cycle (speaker 4).
Although Overflow mostly consists of sounds, the darkness of the room and unexpectedness of the parts
of the soundtrack introduce the theatrical nature of the project. Installation’s sound element progresses
as a narrative in plays – sound portrays introduction (beginning of water journey – stream), elaboration
of the “characters” (water in different stages and states), rising action (evaporation), climax (storm), and
resolution (rain). Prompted by the theorists like Schafer and Krause, I feel that natural sounds should be as
audible and as present as possible, and not only reserved for the gallery spaces, but being heard beyond
spaces where art meets its audience. In these encounters, our emotional response might be stronger and
our awareness about water might grow, which could eventually lead to a more substantial step towards
climate and social justice.

LINK to the work: https://vimeo.com/377588815

In Pursuit of Darkness
collaboration with Harmony J. Bury and Oliver Harris

The daily cycle of light and dark has remained constant for all of the evolutionary time. This short film explores artificial light pollution as part of the urban ecologies and the direct impacts on life in the light-flooded city. One of the predominate issues light pollution causes is the obscured view of the night’s sky, with the
sky transforming from pitch black to orange/brown hues. Through this, we lose a sense of the vastness that
our universe holds and we become fixated on the small, brightly lit planet we inhabit.
Throughout human history, we have been navigating by using the night sky and constellations. It is an
important part of astronomical, navigational, and religious purposes, highlighting the inseparable connection between humans and the observable universe. The same goes for the animals whose life depends on
navigating via the night skies, either following specific stars, Moon, or parts of the Milky Way galaxy. In
the great hierarchical scheme of the city’s ecosystem, human dwelling areas are becoming areas solely
for humans, leaving no space for other species, influencing already disturbed cosmologies we share in the
human/nature complex. By not including any human characters we imply their presence through the light
without explicitly depicting them. However, the film is not without a protagonist, which in this case is light
itself, portrayed as illusive, sometimes mesmerising and often overwhelming. A combination of still shots
of various lengths and moving shots emphasise the uninterrupted omnipresence of the main protagonist,
while interruptive and chaotic footage portrays the natural balance of night and day being out of sync.
Ultimately, the film explores how our planet depends on the various influences from the inner and outer
space objects, and how humans, although the most advanced species on our world at the moment, are
constantly disregarding this fact.

LINK to the trailer: https://youtu.be/zIojWQMNCTo

Mattress
The proposal highlights architectural specificities around the city, and how homeless people interact with
them. I found the notion of owning a patch of street, someone’s unused entrance or an alcove within building’s façade compelling. It re-evaluates what an ownership in the urban setting is, from a perspective of a
person who doesn’t own much, but still occupies a part of the city street. The proposal re-thinks the place
a homeless person might reclaim for his own needs – an outdoor abode that doubles as a resting point,
sleeping and eating place, a piece of an urban tissue that is public, but can become private. The impossible
living situations in which these people find themselves is highlighted by the shapes of the proposed urban
furniture – a variation of an unpleasant design that strictly follows urban contours, not to disturb social and
architectural flow of the city. The “bed” fits perfectly within the limits of what we think is acceptable for a
human who lives on the streets, no matter how weirdly it’s shaped or impossible to use. Although the proposal insinuates an ownership over a section of a city’s urbanistic element, the execution of the proposal
ironically questions what kind of living arrangement is appropriate in the public eye and what are the limits
of public – private relationships.
In theory, a new object has the same function. We can still use it as a resting place, sleeping mattress, or
meditating air bed, but with a certain difficulty. Very well-known type of bed becomes an unpleasant product that is not offering us what we need from that object anymore. The object is now aggressively modelled
by the shape of the object that is surrounding it, in this instance – an alcove on the street. The brutal reality
of the hard walls is subduing an air mattress until it’s shaped the way it should be shaped – within new limits
and blended in the streetscape. This metaphor, in the same way, applies to the people who are inhabiting
these places, being cornered by the oppressing society. In this case, we don’t see a human with the same
purpose, but a shell of what we usually think of a human, a version of a human that we don’t aspire to become, unusual or “unpleasant” variation of the humankind, much like the variation of a bed we are used to.
The peculiarity of the objects gets enhanced when put out of context, like in a white gallery space, a resting
place of all art objects. Then, these objects are evaluated through a different set of eyes that apply different
and new meanings to these objects, stripping away the connotation established in an urban setting.

